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Business Analyst  

 

SUMMARY 

The Business Analyst will apply their strong interpersonal and excellent communication skills to 
support internal product managers and developers for successful product improvements and 
implementations. The ideal candidate will thrive in a fast-paced environment and apply their 
remarkable organizational skills to efficiently manage multiple, competing priorities and ensure 
that key project deliverables and milestones are effectively tracked and reported.  Candidates 
will be expected to learn the capabilities of company's current and future products to be able to 
provide product leadership and management.  This position will support the company’s 
educational products division. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
 Interact with Technical and Business stakeholders to perform analysis of business 

requirements and provide guidance on project scope and best practice. 
 Responsible for working with the product team and development team to manage the 

complete lifecycle of projects 
 Responsible for converting business requirements into specifications and use cases for 

the development team 
 Daily and weekly management of the backlog of requests and release management by 

balancing product team requirements and deliverables with available development 
resources 

 Provide support to the Product Managers by performing activities such as estimates, 
planning, and providing status updates and reports 

 Work with clients directly when needed to gather information or present concepts 
 Coordinate requirements, development, testing, UAT and other functional activities 

across project teams 
 Provide initial testing of completed projects to ensure they meet specifications before 

releasing to product team testing 
 Perform project completion assessment including customer feedback and lessons 

learned  
 Demonstrate sound judgment and pleasant professionalism in every situation 
 Assist with customer support needs requiring advanced skills 
 Must be authorized to work in the US 

 

QUALIFICATIONS 
 BS Degree in Business Administration, MIS, Computer Science, or equivalent 

combination of education and experience 
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 3+ years of current experience as a business analyst or experience in the educational 
products marketspace 

 Proficiency with Microsoft Project, Excel, Word, PowerPoint and Visio 
 Experience with agile development methods is a plus 
 Knowledge of SDLC, experience supporting or managing software projects 
 Previous experience writing SQL queries and prior development experience are 

preferred 
 Knowledge of requirements gathering techniques and requirements management tools 
 Excellent interpersonal, communication, and written skills are a must 
 Ability to maintain positive and healthy relationships with all project team members, 

customers and vendors 
 Must be able to work independently taking ownership of assignments and seeking 

creative solutions 
 Must be flexible, adaptable to change, and able to multi task in a fast-paced diverse 

environment 
 

The McCreadie Group provides competitive salary and benefits in a casual work 
environment.  We are located in Ann Arbor, MI.  

Does this opportunity sound interesting to you? If so, please send your resume to 
info@mccreadiegroup.com along with a brief note describing your qualifications and 
interest.  
 
 

 

 

 


